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Tulum

Designer / 
Creative

TU-LUM is a combination of top quality furniture pieces that create a space with a different 
dimension , it´s indoor comfort outdoors  and highly resistant to different weather conditions.

The Catalan designer Eugeni Quitllet was born 
on 17th April 1972 in Ibiza. He graduated from 
‘La Llotja’ art school in Barcelona. Through 
his creative vocabulary he exceeds simple 
relationships between function and style 
unveiling innovative objects. Between drawing, 
sculpture and contemporary archaeology, 
Quitllet literally reveals silhouettes hidden in 
the material, extremely visual skeletal objects 
elegantly master fullness and emptiness often 
with a touch of humour. Eugeni Quitllet is a 
design world freak capable of devouring the 
whole of our environment in his own way to 
serve it up to us transformed.
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Tulum
“TU-LUM is much more than just a collection, it´s a place, it´s just like an intimate 
space where you can live and share experiences with the people you love the most 
and a place where dreams come true.
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original
shape
The achieved the perfect balance between natural and high-
tech materials, an elegant but modern armony, that will not 
go unnoticed... like a magical sunset or the perfect evening in 
your favorite scenery!
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África A collection that was born with the best-seller model of the AFRICA chair and 
that continues to grow, following the same solution of comfort and the most 
refined and minimalist aesthetics.
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Armchair

A generous and beautiful seat, without taking up too much space, discreet and modern at the 
same time... a design that follows the natural curve of the human body, timeless like the rest of the 
collection, and that allows you to play with the combination of fabrics and finishes.
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The collection, created by Eugeni Quitllet, now has a new addition: the 
stool. A piece that follows the same design patterns as the other items in 
the collection.

Ibiza Its designer describes the stool as something which enables us to see the world from a higher 
position and thus to observe our surroundings better. It also allows us to enjoy even more the 
views offered by the space in which this creation is located.

Stool
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Manta
The versatile Manta chair adapts perfectly to any space, whether in a home, office or public set-
ting. This is all possible thanks to an interchangeable design made up of seats and bases to create 
countless combinations.

Gatsby

design and 
comfort

The curved shape of the polypropylene seat melds fluidly 
with the human body, like an object gently floating in the 
sea. The base can be personalized thanks to a wide range 

of materials, such as wood or metal, and wheels or a swivel 
feature can be added.
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This designer chair can be used in homes, offices and public spaces. There are 
multiple combinations: colors, wood, metal and wheels.
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resistance and 
resilience This designer chair can be used in homes, offices and public 

spaces. There are multiple combinations: colors, wood, metal 
and wheels.
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vondom.com

HEAD QUARTERS - FACTORY
VONDOM S.L.U.

Poligono 6, 16
46293 - Beneixida, Valencia - Spain

t.: +34 96 239 84 86 info@vondom.com 

USA
VONDOM LLC.

8803 NW 23rd Street, Miami, FL 33172 - USA
ph.: +1 786 391 0274 - +1 786 353 9108

infousa@vondom.com

China
VONDOM Lifestyle Design Co., Ltd.

C6-103, No. 700, Wan Rong Road, Jing An
 200072 – Shanghai - China - +86 21 6521 9916

infochina@vondom.com
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Latinoamérica

Gobernador Melchor Muzquiz 15 - 208
Col. San miguel Chapultepec 11850

Ciudad de México - México
latam@vondom.com




